Index

A
Aggressive follow-up strategies, 280–282, 281e
purchase put, 293–295, 294e
Amazon
call contract (profit graph/table), 279e
call purchase, aggressive
follow-up strategies, 281e
American call
binomial prices, 484e
eyear exercise, 403–404
options, 455–457, 465
price, minimum, 400–401
put-call parity prices, 420
American options, 188, 456
American put options, 457–458, 469, 516–517
American puts
put-call parity prices, 420
two-period binomial values, 470e
value, dividends (exclusion), 515–516
American Stock Exchange
(AMEX), 230
Annualized mean/variance, 478–480
Arbitrage, 64e, 65e, 170, 243
applications, synthetic positions, 639–642
dividend exclusion, 456e, 458e
index arbitrage, 98–101
opportunity, 64, 406
proxy portfolio, usage, 425e
strategies, 401, 443, 444e, 449–450, 450e, 464–465
Asset-based interest rate swap, 641
Asset positions, management, 153–157
Asymmetrical betas, 343e, 345e
Australian Dollar (AUD)
British Pound (BP), regression
relation, 59e
futures contracts, BP futures
contracts (prices), 60e

B
Backtest tab, 536e
Basis, 32
Basis risk, 24
Basket CDS, 682b
Baskets, 728–733, 732e
BDVD screen, 488, 489e
Bear call spreads, 300, 302e
Bear money spreads, 303e
Bear spread, profit/stock price
relation, 413e
Beta, 343e, 345e
convexity, 342–344
BIE screen, 722–723
Binary CDS, 682b
Binomial interest rate model, 578–596
Binomial interest rate tree, 578–607
calibration model, 602–607
upward/downward parameters,
estimation, 596–602
Binomial option pricing model
(BOPM), 439, 459, 463, 472, 487, 508e
application (Bloomberg screens), 487–492
approach (Merton), 546–549
call price, 486e
computer programs, 483–485
Excel program, 492e
put price, 486e
stock price, 486e
two-period BOPM, 459–462
usage, 516–517
Binomial process, probability
distribution, 472–476
Binomial tree, 579e, 583e, 588e, 589–596
Black and Scholes option pricing
model (B-S OPM), 439, 505, 507–508, 538e
estimation/formula, 506, 517–519
option/stock price, 509e
usage, 564–566, 608–613
Black-Derman-Toy calibration
model, 602–606
Black futures option model, 651
Black OPMs, usage, 608–613
Black-Scholes (B-S) arbitrage
portfolio, 509–510
Black-Scholes (B-S) arbitrage put
portfolio, 514
Black-Scholes (B-S) call model, 505–513
Black-Scholes (B-S) put formula, 513
Black-Scholes (B-S) put model, 513–517
Bloomberg
bond/interest rate futures, 172
bond menu, 712e
charts/annotations tools, 39–40, 433e
commodity screens, 71, 171
corporate bond
information/functions, 710–711
directory listing (menu/ function), 742–754
Excel add-in, 734–735
financial analysis (FA), 717, 717e
functionality, 716–719
government bond
information/functions, 712–714, 713e, 714e
graphical financial (GF) analysis, 719, 719e
index search, 715e
Launch pad, 735–737
option scenario screen, 270–271, 375
Bloomberg (Continued)
portfolios/baskets, 728–734
price graph (GP), 711e
relative valuation (RV),
718–719, 718e
screens, 71, 110–112, 111e,
112e, 171, 716e, 724–728
security types, 714–715
stock menu, 710
swaps/interest rate derivatives
screen, 173
system/keyboard, 707–710
BOA/ML Aggregate Investment
Grade Index (BOAA), 151e
BOA/ML Aggregate performance,
155e
Boeing 130 call contract, bull
spread (profit/stock price
relation), 405e
Bond futures, 160–170
call/put options (valuation),
binomial interest rate tree
(usage), 582–583
OVME, 613
Bond futures contracts, 121, 126,
129, 138, 361, 567
duration, 131–133
options, valuation, 598–599
outright positions, 130–133
rate-anticipation strategies,
131–133
speculation usage, 129–138
spreads, 134–138
two-to-one intracommodity
spread, 135e
types, 122e–123e
yield curve shifts, 131–133
Bond options, 578, 608–613
binomial tree valuation, 584e
binomial value, 598e
option valuation screens,
613–617
valuation, binomial interest rate
tree, 580–587
Bond portfolio
duration, change, 361–362
hedging, 150–153, 356, 358
importing, 378–379,
381e–382e
insurance, 378–379
interest rate exposure,
enhancement, 154–157
Bond rate futures, 15, 171–174
Bonds, 264–265
binomial valuation, 580e
Bloomberg menu, 712e
calibration model, 602–607
call option, binomial value, 581e
comparison, put/stock portfolio
(usage), 410e
equilibrium price, 578
hedging, 375–376, 378–379
information, uploading,
709–710
monitors, 724–725
options, pricing, 562–563
puts, 236e, 347e
speculative positions, 57e
British Pound (BP)
Australian Dollar (AUD),
regression relation, 59e
Forward Rates (Bloomberg
description/price screens), 50e
speculation, futures (usage), 57
British Pound (BP) futures
call option/long-range forward
contract, usage, 348e
options, pricing, 562–563
puts, 236e, 347e
speculative positions, 57e
British Pound (BP) futures
contracts, 68
AUD futures contracts, prices,
60e
OV screen, 569e
Bull call spreads, 300, 301e
Bull spread, 202e
Butterflies, 133
Butterfly money spreads, 301–305
Butterfly spreads (sandwich spread),
301
Calendar screens (EVTS),
726–728, 727e
Calendar spread, 300, 305–307
Calibration model, 602–607, 605e,
607e
Callable bonds, 264–265
three-period callable bond
(valuation), binomial tree
(usage), 589–591
valuation/value, 588–596, 590e
Call option, 227, 257, 350e, 614e
binomial value, 581e
equity valuation, 565–566
exercise prices, 405–407
positions, 265–267
single-period BOPM, 440–446
valuation, replicating portfolio
(usage), 440–442
Call price, 205
intrinsic value, relationship, 228
time to expiration, relationship,
203–205, 409
Calls, 188, 194, 206e, 247–248,
296–297, 432–434
boundary conditions, 400–409,
416–423
contract, profit graph/table,
279e
European call option, 453–455
exercise price variations, price
limits, 407–409
expected return, 523b–524b
holder, cash flow positions
(consideration), 404
market price, impact, 456e
multiple-period BOPM,
459–465
naked call writes, 192–194,
193e, 286–287
overpriced call arbitrage strategy
(single-period case), 443e
overpriced put arbitrage strategy
(single-period case), 449e
portfolio, single-priced binomial
values, 441e–454e
positions, cash flows, 211e
purchases, 190–192, 191e,
278–285
put-call parity, 211–212,
416–420
ratio call writes, 289–290
spreads, 299–307
stock price relationship, 206e
synthetic call, 297
two-period binomial values, 460e
underpriced call arbitrage
strategy (single-period case),
444e, 450e
CALL screen, 490e
Caplets, 366–367, 587–588, 600–602
binomial tree, 588e
binomial values, 601e
pricing, back futures option
model (usage), 611–613
Caps, 249, 336–339, 368e, 612e
SWPM, 271
valuation, SWPM, 615, 617e
Caps, setting, 366–367
Eurodollar puts, usage, 363
options, usage, 362–372
Carrying-cost model, 32–37, 104,
162–163, 243
basis, 32
commodity carrying-cost model,
32–35
equity index usage, 98–104
Cash-and-carry arbitrage strategy,
163
Cash flow (cap/floor setting),
options (usage), 362–372
Cash inflow (hedging), BP futures
call option/long-range forward
cost (usage), 347e
CAT bond, 683b
Central Trade Manager (CTM)
screen, 38
Cheapest-to-deliver bond, 166
Cheapest-to-deliver note,
importing, 379e–380e
Chicago Board of Trade (CBT),
80, 187
Corn Futures contract/spot
dates, 12e, 34–35, 34e
Treasury Note (T-note) contracts,
128e, 129e, 140e, 152e
Treasury Note (T-note) futures,
151e, 322
U.S. Ultra-Treasury Bond
Contracts (price/yield graphs),
126e
Chicago Board Options Exchange
(CBOE), 106e, 187
Chicago Mercantile Exchange
(CME), 4, 80
Cincinnati HDD Oil Futures
Contract, 14e
currency futures listing, 229
Eurodollar futures, prices/yields,
142e
screens, 49e, 124e, 125e
CIXB screens, 110–112, 111e
Class action and corporate action
(CACT) monitor, 728
Clearinghouse (CH), 7–10, 213
Closing (offset), 9, 215
Closing futures options, 244–246
Closing transactions (offsetting
transactions), 218
Coffee Futures Contract Bloomberg
Description (screen), 26e
Coffee Futures Positions, outright
positions, 26e
Collars, 370, 371e, 372e
Combinations, 190, 312–315,
313e, 314e
Commodity
carrying-cost model, 32–35
futures options, 235–237
purchase position (hedging),
futures option (usage),
373–374, 374e
speculation, futures (usage),
25–31
Commodity futures
hedging, 19–25
screens, 38–40, 323
Commodity Futures Trading
Commission (CFTC), 5
Commodity hedges, 19–23
Commodity positions, hedging,
344–351
Commodity Price Forecast
(CPFC), 39
Comparative advantage, 637–639
Condors, 315, 315e
Confirmation, 628
Constant maturity Treasury index,
yield, 140e, 152e
Constant maturity U.S. Treasury
yields, price graphs, 245e
Contango, 32
Contingent CDS, 682b
Continuous dividend-adjusted
Black-Scholes model
(Merton), 549
Continuous dividend adjustment
call model (Merton),
512–513
Continuous dividend adjustment
model (Merton), 516
Continuous dividend yield
approach (Merton), 471–472
Continuous trading, 16
Convenience yield, 32
Conversion, 427e, 428e
dividend-paying stock, usage,
420e
put-call parity, 417e
ratio, 260
Conversion factors, 127e, 129e
Conversion price (CP), 260
Conversion value (CV), 260
Convertible bonds, 260–263,
261e–262e, 269–271, 615
binomial value, 595e
Bloomberg description/YAS
screens, 263e
valuation, binomial tree (usage),
592–596
Convertible securities, 251–264
Cooling degree days (CDD)
contracts, 13
Corn futures options, pricing,
563–564
Corn sale (hedging), corn futures
put option (usage), 352e
Corporate bond
information/functions
(Bloomberg), 710–711
Corridors, 370
Cost (hedging), BP futures call
option/long-range forward
contract (usage), 348e
Cost of carry, 39
Cost-of-carry model, impact, 98
Country information indicators
(COUN/BTMM), 726, 727e
Covered call writes, 194, 195e,
287–289, 288e, 299
Covered interest arbitrage (CIA), 66
Covered put write, 198, 199e
Covered writes, call sale, 289
Credit default swaps (CDSs), 627,
673–683, 682b–683b
pricing (argument), real-world
probabilities (usage), 678
screens, 696–699
values/spreads, 679e
Credit derivatives, 682, 682b–683b
Credit spread, 674–675
Cross-exchange rate relations,
69–70
Cross hedge, 24
Cross hedging, price-sensitivity
model (relationship), 148–150
Crude oil futures contracts
(OV screen), 569e
Crude oil futures put (description
screen/profit graph), 238e
Crude oil purchase, 22e, 350e
Cum-dividend, 404
Cumulative default rates, 679e
Currency, 709–710, 715
options, pricing, 544–549
spot options, put-call parity,
426–427
Currency forward contracts, 14–15,
47–54
Currency futures, 58–61, 67–68
call/put options, multiple-period
binomial pricing, 558e
options, 233–235, 323
Currency futures contracts, 14–15, 47, 48e
  foreign currency futures/forward contracts, hedging, 48–54
Currency positions, hedging, 61–62, 344–351
Currency swaps, 627, 673, 683–699

D
  d (calculations), 482e
  d (solving), 476–478
Day traders, 16
Debt, 265–267, 266e
Deep in-the-money puts, 211
Deep out-of-the-money puts, 211
Default intensities, 676
Defensive follow-up strategies, 282–283, 282e, 295e, 296
Deliverable bonds, 129e, 167e
Deliverable bonds (U.S. Ultra-Treasury Bond), 127e
Delta, 508, 524–526, 525e
  neutral delta position, 528–531
  value, 442, 527–528
Deposit rates, uploading, 71
Derivative exchanges, 5e–6e
Derivative securities, 6
DES screen, 490e
Devon Energy, price graphs, 293e
d formulas, 477b–478b, 480
Diagonal spread, 300
Direct hedges, 24
Discrete dividend-payment approach, 501–504, 504e
Dividend-adjusted binomial model (Merton), 473e, 548e
Dividend-adjusted risk-neutral probability, 547
Dividend-paying stocks, pricing, 452–459, 469–472
Dividend-paying stocks, usage, 420e
Dividends, 456e, 458–459, 545–549
discrete dividend-payment approach, 501–504, 504e
dividend-paying securities (calls), boundary/minimum price conditions, 403
DLV screen, 172e
Duration, 131–133

E
Economic information screens (ECST/ECO/EIM), 720–722, 720e–722e
Economic screens, 720–724
Effective date, 628
Embedded call option, 609–610, 650–651
Embedded options, 224, 264–265
Embedded put options (pricing), B-S OPM (usage), 609–610
E-Mini Health-Care Sector Contracts, long/short outright positions, 85e
End-of-the-day exercise, 227–228
Energy futures options, 235–237
Equilibrium call price, 444–445, 455
Equilibrium conditions, carrying-costs model (implication), 162–165
Equilibrium price, 578
Equilibrium put price equation, rewriting, 450–451
Equilibrium Treasury bond (T-bond) futures price, 166–170
Equity, 225–230, 565–566, 683b
call option positions, 265–267
maturity values, 266e
portfolio, importing, 375, 376e–378e
positions, hedging, 87–98
Equity convertibles (pricing), B-S OPM (usage), 564–566
Equity indexes, 15, 224, 225e, 231, 233
carrying-cost model, 98–104
Equity index futures, 78, 81e–82e, 102, 104, 107–108
outright positions, 83
speculative strategies, 83–87
spreads, 83, 85
Equity Screener Analysis (EQS), 733
Equivalent money market positions, 61–65
Equivalent spot rates, 162–163
Equivalent strategies, 283
Equivalent synthetic Treasury bill (T-bill) rates, 162–163
Europex, 80
Eurodollar calls, usage, 363, 366
Eurodollar futures, 124e, 241–242, 242e, 362, 364e
call, usage, 365e
initial position, long hedge, 143e
prices/yields, 142e, 146e
short/long positions, 632e
strips, 631–632
Eurodollar futures contract, 121, 124–126, 614e
maturity gap initial position, hedging, 149e
pricing, 165–166
Eurodollars, usage, 363
Eurodollar strip, 157–160
European calls, 453–455, 484e
European option, 188, 420
European puts, 419, 457
Euribor contracts, usage, 126
Excel, Bloomberg importation, 734–735
Exchange-traded call options, 251
Ex-dividend, 403
Exercise limit, 213
Exercise price, 188
Exercise right, 188
Exotic options, 696
Expiring transaction, 218
Exponential functions, 755–757
Exponents, uses, 755
Follow-up actions, 280
Follow-up strategies, 279–280, 287, 293–296
Foreign currency (FC), 65–70
conversion, 427e
futures call/put options, pricing, 559–560
spot options, pricing, 549
Foreign currency, futures/forward contacts, 55–61
hedging, 48–54
outright positions, 55–57
Foreign government bonds, 714
Forward contracts, 32–37, 121–129
finding/uploading, SECF (usage), 38–39
forward rate agreements (FRAs), 129
interbank forward contracts, hedging, 67–68
range forward contracts, 339–341
Forward futures, uploading, 71
Forward prices, future prices (relationship), 37
Forward rate agreements (FRAs), 129
Forward rates, 50e
Forward swaps, 643–672
Fundamental price relations, 399
Fundamentals Analysis Wizard, 735
Future debt, caps/floors, 649–650
Future Eurodollar investment, long hedge, 141–143
Future investment, hedging, 645
Future loan (hedging), forward swap (usage), 643–644
Future portfolio purchase (hedging), index futures (usage), 91e
Futures, 25–31, 57, 224, 269–270, 375–376
binomial tree valuation, 584e
binomial value, 598e
corn prices (Bloomberg screen), 11e
exchanges, 5e–6e
markets, 3–7
portfolio, 90e, 156e
positions, 7–8
prices, forward prices (relationship), 37
put price curve, 245e
spot options, contrast, 242–243
trading, 7–10, 15–19
uploading, 71, 268–269
Futures call, 244e, 557e
Futures contracts, 130e, 145–148, 160–162
Eurodollar futures contracts, 121, 124–126
expire, price relationship, 55–36
finding/uploading, SECF (usage), 38–39
pricing, 32–37
types, 11–15
uploading, 38, 71, 171–172
value, 37
Futures options, 230–246, 344–351, 373–376, 374e
binomial pricing, 550–564
binomial tree valuation, 584e
binomial value, 598e
finding, 269–270
market, 231–242
multiple-period BOPM, 554–560
option valuation screens, 567–570
price conditions, 431–432
pricing, 243–246, 544, 560–564, 610–611
profit graphs, 234e–235e
put-call parity, conversion, 432e
single-period BOPM, usage, 550–554
valuation, 568, 585–587
Future Treasury note (T-note) purchase, long hedge, 139–141
sale, short hedge, 144–145
Gamma, 508, 524, 525e, 527–528, 529e
General Motors warrant (Bloomberg description page), 254e
Generic credit default swap, 673–683
Generic fixed/floating rate swaps, analysis (SWPM screen), 653–658
Generic swap, 627, 666e
GLOBEX trading system, 15–16
Gold futures, 30e, 31e
Gold Futures Contract/Prices, Bloomberg description screen, 28e
Gold Futures Contract/Short, intracommodity spread, 29e
Gold prices, percentage change (regression relation), 29e
Government bond information/functions (Bloomberg), 712–714, 713e, 714e
Government National Mortgage Association (GNMA) pass-through, 4
Grain and Cash and Carry Analysis (GRCC), Bloomberg screen, 34e, 39e
Graphical financial (GF) analysis, 719, 719e
Greens, 566
Green action keys, 707–708
H
Health Care Futures Contract, Bloomberg description/price screens, 84e
Health Care Index, 84e, 86e, 87e
Health Care Index Futures short, Technology Index Futures prices (relationship), 86e
Heating degree days (HDD) contracts, 13
Hedged rate, 158
Hedge ratio, 25, 442
Hedging, 87–98, 642–643, 649–651
bond futures contracts usage, 138–160
cross hedging, price-sensitivity model (relationship), 148–150
equivalent money market positions, usage, 61–65
foreign currency futures/forward contracts, 48–54
forward swap, usage, 643–644
interest rate contracts usage, 138–160
international investments, 54
long hedge, 52–53, 139–143
long index hedging, 90–91
Mini-Russell 1000 Futures Contracts, usage, 93e
models, 25, 88–89
option hedging, 332
portfolio hedging, 91–93
reverse hedge, 299
risk, 24, 53, 91
short hedge, 49–52, 89–90, 143–148
S&P500 puts, usage, 334e
Treasury notes futures contracts usage, 153e
Hidden option, 639
Historical mean/volatility, 481
Historical volatility graph (HVG), 487–488, 488e, 567
Holder, 188
Holding periods, variation, 519–520
Horizontal spread (time spread/calendar spread), 300, 305–307
Humpedness, 133

I
IMAP screen, 725, 7253e
Implied forward/futures rates, 163–165
Implied forward swap rates, 667–668
Implied volatility, 481, 483
Import Data Wizard, 735
Income-paying securities, puts (minimum price conditions), 411–412
Index arbitrage, 98–101, 100e, 102e
Indexes, 567–570, 709–710, 715
Index futures, 91e, 556e, 568e
Index options, 269–270, 323, 332–339, 425e
Index spot, multiple-period binomial pricing, 557e
Industry information, 722–723
Industry screens, 720–724
Intel convertible bond, BVAL, 616e
Interbank forward contracts, hedging, 67–68
Intercommodity spread, 25, 27–28, 29e, 58, 130, 134–135
Bloomberg example, 85–87
Technology Index Futures long, Health Care Index futures (relationship), 87e
Interest rate calls, 247–249, 249e
Interest rate contracts, 121, 131–138
rate-anticipation strategies, Interest rate contracts speculation usage, 129–138
spreads, 134–138
two-to-one intracommodity spread, 135e
types, 122e–123e
usage, 138–160
yield curve shifts, Interest rate contracts
Interest rate futures, 15, 160–170, 613
Bloomberg screens, 171–174
contracts, types, 121–129
options (valuation), binomial interest rate tree (usage), 582–587
Interest rate options, 230, 246–251, 578
B-S/Black OPMs, usage, 608–613
option valuation screens, 613–617
Interest rate parity theorem (IRPT), 65, 68–69
Interest rate puts (floorlets), 240e, 248–249
Interest rates, 13, 154–157, 483, 517
derivatives (Bloomberg screen), 173
swaps, 627–632, 629e
International Monetary Market (IMM), 4
International Swap and Derivative Association (ISDA), 628
In-the-money puts, 297–298
Intracommodity spread, 25, 27–28, 29e, 58, 130, 134–135
Intrinsic value, 228, 400–401
Investment fund, put-insured currency position cost (defraying), 346
Investment position, 157–160, 649–650
IPO screen, 270

K
Kappa, 508
Keynes, John Maynard, 66
Kroger call contract, 286e, 288e

L
Large n, u and d formulas (usage), 480
Launchpad, 735–737
Law of one price, 440
Legal screens (BLAW/BBLS), 720–724
Liability positions, management, 153–157
Limit, defining, 400–401
Liquidation, action, 280, 283, 295
Locking-in strategy, 138
Logarithmic returns, 474e, 475
Logarithms, 755, 757–760
London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR), 146e, 188, 629e, 648e, 649e
London International Financial Futures Exchange (LIFFE), 4
Long box spread, 421e
Long butterfly money call spread, formation, 301–302
Long butterfly spread, short sale, 304e–305e
Long combinations, 313e
Long commodity hedge, 19–22
Long crude oil hedge (crude oil purchase), 22e
Long currency hedge, 53e
Long futures money market position, arbitrage, 64e
Long hedge, 19, 21e, 52–53, 139–143, 143e
Long index hedging, 90–91
Long money market position, arbitrage levels, 65e
Long position, 188
Long-range forward contract, 339–340, 348e
Long speculative currency position, 56e
Long speculative position, money markets (usage), 62e
Long stock position, put purchases (relationship), 296–297
Long straddle, 306e–307e, 310e
Long strap, 310e
Long Treasury bond (T-bond) futures, 138e
Macaulay’s duration, 131–132
Macy’s, 717e, 718–719, 718e
call, defensive follow-up strategies, 282e
CDSW, 697e
Maintenance margin (variation margin), 18
Margin requirements, 17–18, 216–217
Market exposure, change, 378–379
Market price, impact, 458e
Market timing, 93–95, 95e
Marking to market, 18
MARS, 174e, 655–658, 656e–658e
Maturity date, 628
Maturity gap, 145–148, 149e, 362
Mini-Russell 1000 Futures Contracts, 93e, 96e
Mini-Russell 1000 Futures contract, values, 92e
Mini-Russell 1000 Growth Index Futures Contract, values, 103e
Mini-Russell Growth Index futures contract price, determination, 104
MMAP display, 726
Index

Modified duration, 132
Money markets, 61–65, 62e–65e
Monitor screens, 724–728
MOST display, 726
Multi Asset Risk System (MARS), 375–376, 378–379, 379e–382e
Multiple-period arbitrage strategy, 464, 468
Multiple-period BOPM, 459–472, 554–560
Multiple-period put model, equation, 468
Municipal bonds, 714
Municipal information screens, 720–724

N
Naive hedging model, 87, 88
Naked call writes, 192–194, 193e, 286–287, 286e
Naked put writes, 196–197, 197e, 297–298
NASDAQ 100 options, 226e
National Futures Association (NFA), 5
Negative butterfly, 133
Net settlement basis, 628
Neutral delta position, 528–531, 529e
New bond/equity offerings (NIM/IPO), 726
News searches (NI/N), 734
Newton-Raphson implied volatility program, 518
New York Futures Exchange (NYFE), 4
New York Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX), 12, 13e, 20e
Non-dividend-paying stock, American call options (pricing), 465
Non-equity indexes, 104–105, 105e
Nonfinancial futures, listed options, 232e
Nongeneric swaps, 645–646, 651–652, 652b
Non-stock options, 224, 423–432, 544
Notes over bonds (NOB), 136, 138e
Notional principal (NP), 627
n-period BOPM, 463–464

O
Off-market CDS swap, value, 680–681
Offset (closing sale), 215
Offsetting transactions (closing transactions), 218
OMON screen, 218, 269–270, 432–434, 434e
On-the-run/off-the-run U.S. Treasury yield curves, 133e, 136e
Opening transaction, 218
Open interest, 218
Open outcry, 15
Option clearing corporation (OCC), 213–216
Option positions, 321b, 519–520
Option pricing model (OPM), 439, 510, 529–533
applications, 519–531
Options, 4–7, 212–218, 351–372
addition, 378–379, 381e–382e
boundary conditions, 399
call option, 227
contract, uploading, 219
embedded options, 224, 264–265
expiration, 479
finding, SEC (usage), 219
follow-up strategies, 279–280
hedging, 332
information, 490–491
margin requirements, 216–217
premium, 188
price curves, 229e
price relations, 203–211
profit graphs, 521e
put option, 227
return-risk characteristics, 521–523
standardization, 212–213
strategies, 190–211, 278
terminology, 188, 190
transactions, types, 218
valuation screen (OVME), 533–538, 567–570
writer, 188
Option Scenario Analysis (OSA) screens, 110–112, 112e, 219, 220e, 270–271, 322–323
Options trading, 187
Option valuation (OV), 569e, 597–599, 613–617
Organized markets, 15–19
Out-of-the-money puts, 297–298
Outright futures positions, 25
OVDV, 487, 490, 490e
Overpriced arbitrage strategy, 464–465
Overpriced call arbitrage strategy (single-period case), 443e
Overpriced put arbitrage strategy (single-period case), 449e
Over-the-counter (OTC) bonds, interest rate options (relationship), 246–251
Over-the-counter (OTC) currency options, 246
Over-the-counter (OTC) market, 4–5, 7, 187–188, 224, 251
Over-the-counter (OTC) options, 224, 246–251
Over-the-counter (OTC) spot bond, OVME, 613
Over-the-counter (OTC) Treasury bonds, T-note options (relationship), 247
OVME, 537e, 567

P
Parallel shift, 133
Passive follow-up strategies, 280
Payer swaption, 646, 648, 655e, 657e, 658e
Philadelphia Stock Exchange (PHLX), 229, 230, 302
Physical commodities, 11–14
Plain vanilla swap, 627
PMEN menu, 108–110
Portal screens, 724–728
Portfolio, 156e, 359e–360e, 728–733
bond portfolio, hedging, 150–153
call-enhanced portfolio, asymmetrical betas, 345e
duration, 361–362
evaluation, Bloomberg portfolio screens, 108–110, 173
exposures, 93–94, 342–344
hedging, 91–93, 356, 358
insurance, 297, 375
market exposure, change, 342
proxy portfolio, usage, 100e, 102e
put-hedged portfolio, asymmetrical betas, 345e
risk, 522
stock portfolio positions, hedging, 332–344
Portfolio analysis screen (PORT), 92, 109e, 173e, 731e
Portfolio construction/analysis (PRTU/PMEN), 728–731, 730e
### Index

- **Position limit**, 213
- **Position traders**, 16
- **Positive butterfly**, 133
- **Preemptive right**, 257
- **Preferred stocks**, 715
- **Price condition**, 603–606
- **Price graph (GP)**, 711e
- **Price relations**, 399
- **Price-sensitivity model**, 87, 148–150, 353
- **Principal loss**, probability, 674
- **Probability distribution**, 472–476
- **Probability intensities**, 679e
- **Procter & Gamble (P&G)**, 189e–190e, 520e, 534e
- **call**, 214e, 215e, 490–491
- **Profit graph**, 191–192
- **Profit/stock price relation**, 413e
- **Program trading**, triple witching hour, 104
- **Proxy portfolio**, usage, 100e, 102e, 425e, 544–545
- **PRTU**, 108–110
- **Pseudo-American call model** (Black), 510–512
- **Pseudo-American put model** (Black), 515
- **Putable bonds**, 265, 588–597, 593e
- **Put-call futures parity**, 427–431, 428e
- **Put-call parity**, 211–212, 416–420
- **call price consistency**, 297 condition, proof, 418e, 419e
- **condition, violation**, 425e conversion, 417e, 432e relation, 283
- **reversal**, 417e
- **usage**, 423–426
- **Put-call parity model**, 451, 458–459, 469
- **Put-call spot model**, put-call futures parity model (equivalence), 428–431
- **Put options**, 227, 447–452, 557e, 582e
- **Put price**, 219–211, 412–416
- **Put purchases**, 194–196, 196e, 290–297
- **aggressive follow-up strategies**, 293–295, 294e
- **defensive follow-up strategies**, 295–296, 296e
- **follow-up strategies**, 293
- **long stock position**, relationship, 296–297
- **strategies**, 291–293
- **Puts**, 188, 345e, 346, 432–434
- **boundary conditions**, 409–423
- **covered put write**, 198, 199e
- **expected return**, 524b
graph, put/stock price relation, 210e
- **interest rate puts**, 248–249
- **intrinsic value**, 409–410
- **market price**, impact, 458e
- **minimum price**, 409–412
- **multiple-period arbitrage strategies**, 468
- **multiple-period BOPM**, 465–469
- **naked put write**, 196–197, 197e, 297–298
- **overpriced put arbitrage strategy** (single-period case), 449e
- **portfolio**, 410e, 447e
- **positions**, cash flows, 211e
- **ratio put writes**, 299
- **simulated put**, 283–284
- **spreads**, 307–308
- **synthetic put**, 283
- **two-period binomial values**, 466e
- **Profit graph**, 191–192
- **Profit/stock price relation**, 413e
- **Program trading**, triple witching hour, 104
- **Proxy portfolio**, usage, 100e, 102e, 425e, 544–545
- **PRTU**, 108–110
- **Pseudo-American call model** (Black), 510–512
- **Pseudo-American put model** (Black), 515
- **Putable bonds**, 265, 588–597, 593e
- **Put-call futures parity**, 427–431, 428e
- **Put-call parity**, 211–212, 416–420
- **call price consistency**, 297 condition, proof, 418e, 419e
- **condition, violation**, 425e conversion, 417e, 432e relation, 283
- **reversal**, 417e
- **usage**, 423–426
- **Put-call parity model**, 451, 458–459, 469
- **Put-call spot model**, put-call futures parity model (equivalence), 428–431
- **Put options**, 227, 447–452, 557e, 582e
- **Put price**, 219–211, 412–416
- **Put purchases**, 194–196, 196e, 290–297
- **aggressive follow-up strategies**, 293–295, 294e
- **defensive follow-up strategies**, 295–296, 296e
- **follow-up strategies**, 293
- **long stock position**, relationship, 296–297
- **strategies**, 291–293

### Q
- **Quality risk**, 53
- **Quantity risk**, 24, 53

### R
- **Range forward contracts**, 339–341, 375
- **Rate-anticipation strategies**, 131–133
- **Rate-anticipation swap**, 132
- **Ratio call spread**, 303e
- **Ratio call writes**, 289–290, 290e, 291e
- **Ratio money spreads**, 300–301
- **Ratio put writes**, 299
- **Real-world probability**, 677, 678
- **Receiver swaption**, 646, 649
- **Recovery rate (RR)**, 674
- **Regression relation**, 29e, 59e
- **Relative valuation (RV)**, 718–719, 718e
- **Replicating portfolio**, 440–442, 441e, 447e, 454e, 460e, 466e
- **Reversal (put-call parity)**, 417e
- **Reverse collar, usage**, 372e
- **Reverse hedge**, 299
- **Reversing out**, 9
- **Rho**, 508
- **Rights**, 257–260, 259e, 270, 565
- **investor hedging**, 650–651
- **risk-free rate**, 451–452, 489, 676
- **risk-neutral pricing**, 445–446
- **risk-neutral probability**, 446
- **Riskless ratio spread**, usage, 529–530
- **Rolling credit**, 287
- **Rolling the hedge forward**, 24
- **Russell 1000 Growth Index (RLG)**, 103e
- **Russell 1000 Index**, 92e

### S
- **Sandwich spread**, 301
- **Scalpers**, 16
- **Scenario tab**, 536e
- **Screening functions**, 733–734
- **Search functions**, 733–734
- **SECF screen**, 697e
- **Sector information**, 722–723
- **Sector rotation**, 137
- **Security Act Amendment (1975)**, 217
- **Security information, access**, 710–715
- **Security types**, 714–715
- **Settlement date (payment date)**, 628
- **Short box spread**, 421e
- **Short butterfly money call spread**, 305
- **Short butterfly spread**, long straddle (inclusion), 306e–307e
- **Short combination**, 314e
- **Short commodity hedge**, 22–23
- **Short corn hedge**, 23e
- **Short Eurodollar futures contract**, hedging (maturity gap management), 145–148
- **Short futures money market position**, arbitrage levels, 65e
- **Short hedge**, 19, 49–52, 51e, 89–90, 143–148
- **Short money market position, arbitrage**, 64e
- **Short position**, 188
- **Short-range forward contract**, 339, 340e, 347e
- **Short-run speculative strategy**, 299
- **Short speculative position**, 56e, 63e
- **Short straddle**, 311e
- **Short strap**, 311e
- **Short strip**, 311e
- **Short Treasury note (T-note) futures**, 138e
**Index**

| Side of the market, 213 |
| Silver futures, 30e, 31e |
| Silver prices, percentage change (regression relation), 29e |
| Simulated call, 296–297, 296e |
| Simulated long position, 315, 316e |
| Simulated put, 283–284, 284e |
| Simulated short position, 315, 317 |
| Simulated short stock position, 318e |
| Simulated stock positions, 315–318 |
| Simulated straddle, 284–285, 285e |
| Single-period arbitrage call strategy, 443–444 |
| Single-period arbitrage strategy, 449–450 |
| Single-priced binomial values, 441e, 447e, 454e |
| Sinking-fund bonds, 265 |
| Speculation, 643, 646–648 |
| Spot bond options, 230 |
| Spot corn prices (Bloomberg screen), 11e |
| Spot foreign currency options, 229 |
| Spot/futures, relationship (algebraic derivation), 553e |
| Spot futures, uploading, 71 |
| Spot index, 423–426, 544–549 |
| Spot options, 242–243, 426–427, 584e |
| Spot portfolio, put-call parity, 423–426 |
| Spot rates, 579e, 594 |
| Spread, 190, 200–202, 294 |
| Standard & Poor's 500 (S&P500) futures, 234e–235e, 322, 561–562 |
| call (description screen), 233e |
| contracts (Bloomberg description/price screens), 79e |
| Standard & Poor's 500 (S&P500) index futures, 100e, 102e, 554–559 |
| Stochastic errors, 532–533 |
| Stock, 322, 420 |
| Stock portfolio, 332–339, 337e–338e |
| Splits, 251 |
| Straddles, 190, 198–200, 200e, 308–312 |
| Stock portfolio, 332–339, 337e–338e |
| Strips, 173, 633–637, 647, 695e |
| Straight debt value (SDV), 260, 263 |
| Strikes, splitting, 317, 319e, 320e |
| Strips, 308, 309–312, 311e, 312e |
| Strike price, 188 |
| Swaps, 632–635, 633e |
| Swaps, 173, 633–637, 647, 695e |
| Synthesis, 159–160 |
| Synthetic investments, 159–160 |
| Synthetic loans, 629–630 |
| Synthetic put, 283 |

**T**

| Tab screens, 653 |
| Technology Index Futures, 86e, 87e |
| Technology Index, Health Care Index (regression relation), 86e |
| Template Library, 735 |
| Theta, 508, 524, 525e, 526–528 |
| Three-period callable bond (valuation), binomial tree (usage), 589–591 |
| Three-period putable bond (valuation), binomial tree (usage), 592 |
| Time spread, 300, 305–307 |
| Time to expiration, 409, 415–416 |
| Time value premium (TVP), 204, 218 |
| Timing risk, 53 |
| Total return swaps, 682b |
| Trade date, 628 |
| Trading cost, 217 |
| Treasury bills (T-bills) futures, 160–162, 600e |
| Treasury bills (T-bills) futures options, 585–587, 586e, 599, 600e |
| Treasury bonds (T-bonds) futures, 126–128, 356, 358, 611 |
| Treasury issues, 132e |
Index

Treasury note (T-note), 353–355, 355e, 357e
  Bloomberg description screen/list, 167e
  contract (Bloomberg description screens), 128e
  options, OTC T-bond (relationship), 247
  description screen/profit graphs, 239e–240e
  options, 238–241
  price graphs, 245e
  put options, usage, 359e–360e
Treasury note (T-note) futures contracts, 126–128
  call option, OVME, 614e
  long/short outright positions, 131e
  prices graph/yield, 130e
  usage, 153e, 156e
Triple witching hour, 104
24-hour trading, 17
Twist, 133
Two-period binomial values, 460e, 466e, 470e
Two-period BOPM, 459–463

U
  u (solving), 476–478
  u formulas, 477b–478b, 480
Ultra Treasury bond (T-bond) futures contract/deliverable bond, prices, 134e
Underpriced arbitrage strategy, 465
Underpriced call arbitrage strategy (single-period case), 444e
Underpriced put arbitrage strategy (single-period case), 450e
Unsystematic risk, speculation, 95–98, 97e
U.S. Treasury, Bloomberg description/YAS screens, 168e
U.S. Ultra-Treasury Bonds, 126e, 127e

V
  Value graphs, 192
  Value Line Composite Index (VLCI), 4
  Variability, 211
  Variability condition, 602–603
  Vega, 508, 527
  Vertical spread (money spread/price spread), 299, 300–305
  Volatility, 206–208, 517, 537, 567–570
  historical mean/volatility, 481
  implied volatility, 481, 483
  smiles/term structure, 518–519, 519e, 520e
  surface (P&G), 520e
  tab, 535e

W
  Warrants, 251–257
  finding, 269–270
  OVME, 570e
  profit graph/price graph, 255e
  types, 252e–253e
  valuation, 564–565
WCDS screen, 698e
Wheat futures call (description screen/profit graph), 237e
World Equity Indexes (WEI) screen, 725

X
  Xavier Bond Fund, 151e–153e, 155e, 156e, 173e
  Xavier Equity Index Fund, 103e
  Xavier Growth Fund, 92e, 93e, 96e, 109e

Y
  Yellow corn, Grain and Cash and Carry Analysis (GRCC) Bloomberg screen, 34e
  Yellow functional buttons, 708
  Yield Analysis (YAS) screens, 260, 263e
  Yield curve shifts, 131–133
  Yield to maturity (YTM), 628, 641

Z
  Zero-cost collar, 339
  Zero-coupon approach, 664–669
  Zero coupon bonds, binomial trees, 585e
  Zero coupon rates, generic swap yield curve, 666e
  Zero coupon swap yield curve, bootstrapping, 664–665
  Z-spread, 674–675